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Abstract 
In this work we consider homogeneous continua X with the property that k’(X, Z> # 0, 
construct a covering space k of X and study some of its properties. We describe _$ for 
several specific continua. 
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1. Introduction 
A continuum is a nonempty, compact, connected, metric space. A continuum X 
is homogeneous if given two points x and y of X, there is a homeomorphism 
h : X+X such that h(x) = y. A continuum is decomposable provided that it is the 
union of two proper subcontinua. A continuum is indecomposable if it is not 
decomposable. 
In this work we are going to study homogeneous continua X, in general not 
locally connected, with the property that the first Tech cohomology group is not 
trivial, i.e. ti’(X, Z) # 0. 
A continuum X is said to be aposyndetic at x E X provided that, if y E X\(x), 
there is a subcontinuum K of X containing x in its interior but not containing y. 
Using this concept of aposyndesis, Jones [9,19] studied decomposable continua, 
and proved an important theorem called the Aposyndetic Decomposition Theorem: 
Aposyndetic Decomposition Theorem. Let M be a homogeneous continuum such 
that M is decomposable, and let L(x) = {x} u {z E M I M is not aposyndetic at z with 
respect to x}. Zf we take .Y = {L(x) I x EM), then: 
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(1) the collection g is a monotone, continuous, decomposition of M; 
(2) the nondegenerate elements of the decomposition are mutually homeomorphic, 
cell-like, indecomposable, homogeneous continua of the same dimension as M; 
(3) the quotient space is a homogeneous continuum; and 
(4) the quotient space is an aposyndetic continuum. 
Observe that, if M is an indecomposable continuum, then L(x) = A4 for any 
x E M, and so, in this case, the aposyndetic decomposition is trivial. Thus, to obtain 
a decomposition of an indecomposable space something else has to be done. 
A subcontinuum Z is terminal if each subcontinuum Y of M that intersects Z 
satisfies either Z c Y or Y c Z. For example, if M is the topologist’s sine curve, 
then the limit bar is a terminal subcontinuum of M. The points of a continuum are 
terminal subcontinua. 
Implicit in the proof of the Aposyndetic Decomposition Theorem is the fact 
that {L(x) I x EM} = {Z I Z is a maximal, terminal proper subcontinuum of M}. 
Hence, the idea for an indecomposable continuum X is to decompose it by 
maximal, terminal proper subcontinua. It is not clear that an indecomposable 
homogeneous continuum contains a maximal terminal proper subcontinuum; in 
fact, this is not true, as an example we have the pseudo-arc. But, if the indecom- 
posable continuum X is such that fi’(X; Z) # 0, then James T. Rogers Jr [20] 
showed that X does contain a maximal, terminal, proper subcontinuum. In fact, he 
proved the following beautiful generalization of Jones’ theorem called the Termi- 
nal Decomposition Theorem : 
Terminal Decomposition Theorem. Let X be a homogeneous continuum such that 
l?‘(X; Z> # 0. Zf .I? is the collection of maximal terminal proper subcontinua of X 
then : 
(1) this collection F is a monotone, continuous, terminal decomposition of X; 
(2) the nondegenerate elements of g are mutually homeomorphic, indecompos- 
able, cell-like, terminal, homogeneous continua of the same dimension as X; 
(3) the quotient space is a homogeneous continuum; 
(4) the quotient space does not contain any proper, nondegenerate terminal 
subcontinuum; 
(5) if X is decomposable, then the quotient space is an aposyndetic continuum; in 
fact, the decomposition is the Jones’ decomposition; and 
(6) the quotient space has a nontrivial first ?ech cohomology group. 
Because of this theorem, we can consider any such homogeneous continuum as 
a “base space” plus a “fibre”. Of course, the fibre may be just one point. We are 
interested in studying the base space; notice that the fibre, being cell-like, has 
trivial first Tech cohomology group. 
Duda, Krupski and Rogers [.5] have studied the homogeneous k-junctioned 
curves, i.e. one-dimensional continua which are inverse limits of graphs each of 
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which has at most k branch points. They proved that such a curve must be a 
pseudo-arc, a solenoid, or a solenoid of pseudo-arcs. Thus if a k-junctioned curve 
has nontrivial first Tech cohomology group, it must be a solenoid or it admits a 
decomposition where the base space is a solenoid and the fibre is a pseudo-arc. 
On the other hand, Krupski and Rogers [lo] obtained a similar result for finitely 
cyclic curves. A curve is called finitely cyclic if it is the inverse limit of graphs of 
genus less than k, where k is some natural number. They showed that if a finitely 
cyclic, homogeneous curve is not tree-like, then either it is a solenoid or it admits a 
decomposition into mutually homeomorphic, tree-like homogeneous curves with 
quotient space a solenoid. 
In this work we shall use covering spaces to study properties of the base space. 
Since these spaces may not be locally connected, the usual theory of covering 
spaces does not apply. Thus we must embed such a space X in a manifold r and 
use its universal covering space v : f - r to construct a covering space X of X, by 
putting d = u- l(X). 
The manifolds we are going to use are 9” X Q and WX Q, where 9” is the 
unit circle, Q is the Hilbert cube, and Y is the “figure eight”. Note that, in these 
cases, X is a locally compact, separable metric space. Rogers [20] showed that X is 
homogeneous, and Aarts and Oversteegen [l] proved that then X is homeomor- 
phic to 5? XL%, where Z% is a component of X and 5%’ is a locally compact, totally 
disconnected, homogeneous, metric space. 
Let .?i and iz be two points of X. We say that 2, -i,, if there is a 
subcontinuum of X containing them. Clearly “ - ” is an equivalence relation and 
we call an equivalence class, &, a continuum component. 
We are going to describe X for several homogeneous continua and prove the 
following theorems. 
Theorem. Let X be a homogeneous continuum essentially embedded in r. If _%? is a 
component of X and if z??& is a continuum component of X, then 2, _5?& a(_%) and 
~(5%~) are homogeneous. 
Theorem. Assume the hypothesis of the previous theorem. If X is one-dimensional, 
then IT(%) and a(3?&> are dense in X. 
Theorem. There exists a homogeneous continuum X and distinct embeddings of X in 
r such that the components of k of the corresponding embeddings are nonhomeo- 
morphic. The images of such components under the covering maps are not homeo- 
morphic either. 
2. Examples 
Let W2 be the Poincare model of the hyperbolic plane. Let F be a closed 
orientable surface of genus two. The universal covering of F can be chosen to be 
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W2. Let ,$’ : W2 + F be the universal covering map. We may assume that the map ,$ 
is a local isometry. We may assume also that the covering space (W2, 5, F> of lF is 
constructed with the following properties: W2 nn-axis maps to a simple closed 
curve %?i; W2 n y-axis maps to a simple closed curve g2. Furthermore, the union of 
%??i and ZY2 is a figure eight ZY, and the intersection of %Zi and g2 is a single point 
U. Let @= [-‘(ZV>; hence 9 is the universal covering space of the figure eight, it 
is an “infinite snowflake” (see [20]). 
Let X be a continuum for which we can define essential maps fn : X + 9” and 
f,:X+Y. Let g:X+Q be an embedding of X 
maps 
(fR, s):X+@xQ, x- (fd-4~ g(x)), 
(fw, g):X+WXQ, x ++ (fwW d-4)* 
into the Hilbert cube. The 
are essential embeddings. Let in : R x Q -9’ X Q and a, : 2%~ Q + WX Q be 
the universal covering maps of 9’ x Q and WX Q, respectively, and define 
&=a, ‘(X) and XH = a;‘(X). We are going to study Xn and 8,. 
The first space we are going to study is the figure eight X = w. We will 
consider a couple of embeddings of X into 9’ x Q and into WX Q. 
Let f R : X + 9’ be a map sending ‘%?i homeomorphically onto 9’ and sending 
‘3Y2 to a point. Since the map (f,), : n,(X) + n,(P1) induced by f is an 
epimorphism ‘, we have by [15, Example 11.2, p. 1791 that Xn is connected. On the 
other hand, since 
ker( fR) * = 
i 
xp1 . . . xi” 1 5 aj, = 0, where ji is such that xj, = a , 
i=l 1 
we have that the covering space Xn is homeomorphic to the real line with a 
tangent circle at each integer. A picture of this space is given in Fig. 1. 
Now let fR : X -+Y’ be given by sending $Yi and e2 homeomorphically onto 
9’. Again the induced map (f,) * : n,(X) + n,(P1> is an epimorphism and Xa is 
connected. Since 
ker( fw) * = 
i 
x:1 . . . x;n 1 kaj=O,wherexjE{a,b} , 
j=l i 
we obtain that the covering space is homeomorphic to the union of an infinite 
sequence of circles “in the form of a chain”, where the intersection of two 
consecutive links consists of at most one point, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Now we are going to consider “similar” embeddings of the figure eight X into 
ZYX Q. Let fw : X + W be a map sending %Yi homeomorphically onto itself and 
sending %Y2 to U, the common point of @Yi and g2. In this case the homeomor- 
1 It is enough to consider the induced map into I7(9’) because the projection map of 9’ X Q onto 
9” is a homotopy equivalence. 
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a b 
Fig. 1. 
phism <f,> * : II,(X) + I7,(%0, induced by fw, is neither one-to-one, nor onto. 
Thus, gH is not connected. Observe that ker(f,) * is equal to ker(f,) *, where fR 
is the first map we considered. Therefore, if LZH is a component of k,, then ZYH 
is homeomorphic to the space in Fig. 1. Thus gH is homeomorphic to a discrete 
union of countably many copies of 3?H. 
Fig. 2. 
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If we take fw : X+ W to be a map sending both 5Yi and g2 homeomorphically 
onto ‘Zi, again the induced homomorphism (fw>* :ZI,(X> + ZI,(W) is neither 
one-to-one, nor onto. Note that ker( fw) * = ker( f,> .+, where fn is the second map 
we considered. Hence, in this case, Xn is not connected either, and $?H is 
homeomorphic to the space shown in Fig. 2. 
Observe that if we take fw : X+ V as the identity, we obtain XH is connected; 
in fact, it is the universal covering space of X. Thus, as we have seen, in general we 
may obtain different covering spaces with different embeddings of the space. 
In the case when X is a homogeneous space we can give some general 
information about 8, and 8,. From now on we are going to assume that X is a 
homogeneous continuum. 
Let *a be a component of Xa, and let *n be a component of 2,. Then, 
Rogers has proved that both $?a and &, are unbounded. He also showed that 
XR, *a, X, and 5??n all have the Effros property. In particular, all of them are 
homogeneous (see [201). Mislove and Rogers [171 proved that Xn is homeomorphic 
to the product of _‘$?a and a compact, totally disconnected, homogeneous metric 
space &n. 
Observe that, by construction, both Xw and Xn are locally compact, separable, 
metric spaces. Aarts and Oversteegen [ll proved that every homogeneous, locally 
compact, separable metric space is homeomorphic to the product of a connected 
space and a zero-dimensional space. Therefore XH is homeomorphic to the 
product of z??~ and a locally compact, totally disconnected, homogeneous, metric 
space &u. 
Note that .&‘n is a finite set or a Cantor set. Meanwhile, .5@n is an at most 
countable and discrete space, or a Cantor set, or a Cantor set minus one point. 
Observe that if X is a homogeneous continuum and fw : X + W is an essential 
map, then fw(X) must contain $?i or ‘ZZ; otherwise we would have that fw(X) 
would be contained in the union of Z?i \(point] and ‘ZZ\(point], but this space is 
contractable and fw would not be an essential map. Since [.‘<q.), j E (1, 2], 
consists of countably many copies of [w which tend to the “circle at CO” of W2, we 
have that ZZ%‘~ cannot be compact. Thus, the possibilities for gH, in this case, are 
that it is a countable and discrete space or it is a Cantor set minus one point. 
Now, with all this information, let us study the covering spaces of some 
homogeneous continua. We begin with the unit circle P1. 
Theorem 1. Let X be the unit circle. Zf fw : X -+P1 is given by fR(z) = z”, then 2, 
is homeomorphic to a finite union of copies of R. 
Proof. Let fR : X-+Y1 be given by f,(z) = z”. By [17], Xn, is homeomorphic to 
3?R XkR. Since the induced map ( fR)* : ZI,(X> -+ ZI,(P”) is monomorphism, *a 
is simply connected (see [15, Example 11.2, p.1791). Therefore _$?R is homeomor- 
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phic to the real line R. Hence kF is a finite set (9’ is locally connected), actually, 
kR consists of n points. Thus, X, is homeomorphic to a union of n copies of IR. 
0 
Theorem 2. Let X be the unit circle. If fw : X + W is an essential map, then kH is 
homeomorphic to a countable union of copies of R. 
Proof. Let fw : X+ W be an essential map. By [ll, 8, is homeomorphic to 
_$?n x&i+: Since the map (f,), : n,(X) + n,(ZY), induced by fw is a monomor- 
phism, Z& is simply connected and, therefore it is homeomorphic to R. Thus, in 
this case, J%?~ is a countable and discrete space. Hence 8, is homeomorphic to a 
countable union of copies of R. 0. 
Before we proceed, let us note that (W2 x Cl) UP’ is a compactification of 
W2 x Q (see 12011, and let gH = Cl(gn), the closure of z%?~ in this compactifica- 
tion. 
Our next space is the Menger Universal curve A!‘. 
Theorem 3. If fR : d-+9’ and fw : _.tt+ W are essential maps, then A?~ has a 
finite number of components and each component is homeomolphic to ~2’ minus two 
points; meanwhile A?~ has countably many components and each gw is homeomor- 
phic to A?. 
Proof. We are going to give the proof for fw, the case for fR is similar. Thus, let 
fw : _A+ W be an essential map. By [ll, A?~ is homeomorphic to _%n x&‘~. 
Since A?~ is locally homeomorphic to A’, and A% is locally connected, &,+ is an at 
most countable and discrete space. Therefore _$?n is locally homeomorphic to A’. 
Thus, _Y%?~ is connected, locally arcwise connected (hence arcwise connected), and 
locally compact. *H has no local cut points 2, and no open set of _%?H can be 
embedded in the plane, because A has the same properties. 
By [20, Theorem 4.11, @, is locally connected at each point of E(kn) = @r+ \gH. 
Hence &n is a locally connected space without cut points. If we show that no point 
of E(_%?J is a local cut point of &,, by [2, Theorem XII], gw would be 
homeomorphic to A. 
Let 2 E E(_%?J and let 0 be a connected open set of 9, containing 5. Observe 
that i? is arcwise connected. Let r7-I be an open connected subset of gH 
containing Z such that Cl(c’> c fi. The projection of G’\E(kn) into ?% contains 
an infinite number of vertices of @. Let f’ be the set of all vertices 6 of 3? 
2A point p of a space K is said to be a local cut point of K if for some connected open set U of K, 
U\(p) is not connected. 
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contained in the projection of tif\E(_%rJ into Z% for which Q, I?_%~ c I?“, where 
Q, = (3 x Q. 
Let u E W be the common point of FYI and ‘ZYz. Cover {u] X Q I%@ with a finite 
cover 9, where each element of 9’ is evenly covered and arcwise connected. We 
take the elements of 9 small enough such that for each 6 E v’, the lifting Bfi of 
9, covering Q, f~_%?~, is such that U sfi c 0’. 
Suppose that o\{Z} is not connected. Then c\{5] can be written as c, U c2, 
where c, and cz are disjoint open sets of fi. 
We claim that there is an infinite subset v of Fr with the property that, if 
tr E P, then U .%?< is totally contained in cr or in cz. To show this, let fi’ E f’, and 
suppose that Bfi, = {B,,,,, . . . , El,,,,}. Let zC,,,~ E B,T,j. Since 3?H is arcwise con- 
nected, for each j~{l,..., 1 - 11, there is an arc aj : 9~ R -+L%?~ such that 
aj(0) = Q, and aj(l) = zG,,j+ r. Since Uf::cuj(Y) is compact, there is a deck 
transformation (cp x 1): 3YH +3& such that (cp X l)(U fI:(wj(Y)) c I!?. 
Let (cp x l)(3) = fi. Since U 9YF u (cp x 1X U f:iaj(9)) is connected, it is con- 
tained in cr or in oz. Hence, U gfi is totally contained in I!?~ or in c.. Since this 
was true for every G’ E f”, such a subset f of ? exists. 
Now we claim that U - ~ p U 9Yfi is totally contained in cI or in cz. To see this, 
let fir and 6, be in V, and suppose that U *EL c oI and U L%‘~, c oz. Let 
Zi E U gG,, i E {l, 2}, then _?i = (Gi, qi), where Gi E %V and qi E Q. Now, Gj and Z 
determine a unique arc [Gj, Z] in Cl(@), from Gi to Z (see [201). Now [I+,,, 
51 n b2, Z] contains an element 6 of f. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that U &&‘: is contained in oz. Since 0 is arcwise connected, there exists an 
arc cr: 9c IR + U such that a(0) =ir and a(1) =&. Since ij E oi, there is a t ~4 
such that a(t) = 2. On the other hand, any arc from i, to Z must intersect 
Q, n_%fH, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore IJ L’ t v U BP is contained in fir or in oz,, say l?r. A similar argument 
shows that I$ is empty. Hence o\{Z] is connected. Therefore, @H is homeomor- 
phic to A. q 
The next example is a solenoid 2. Mislove and Rogers [17] proved that _V& is 
homeomorphic to R x %T’, where ‘Z? is the Cantor set. Thus we are going to 
investigate _ZH, and we will show that it is homeomorphic to R! X ‘C?‘*, where E’* is 
the Cantor set minus one point. 
Let fw 12 --+ 27 be an essential map. By [l], we know that &r is homeomorphic 
to Z& ~3%‘~. We are going to give the properties of 2, and its arc components 
which will help us to prove what we want. We begin with noting that %w does not 
contain simple triods, because ,Z does not contain them (see [8]). 
Theorem 4. sH does not contain simple closed curves. 
Proof. Suppose that _& contains a simple closed curve 5%‘. Then a,(@) is a 
subcontinuum of 2; hence cw(‘&) is an arc A (see [81). Let a be one of the 
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endpoints of A. Let U be an evenly covered open set of 2 containing a. Let 
x E U\A be in the same arc component of a; so there is an arc xa from x to a 
contained in U, such that xa n A = (a). Let a’ E & be such that a,(&> = a, and let 
fi be an open set of & containing 6 so that a,10 : c + a,(fi) = U is a homeo- 
morphism. Let 2 E l? n ui ‘(xc>. Then the arc xa can be lifted to an arc &I, and 
%I n @ = (6). This implies that zH contains a simple triod, a contradiction. There- 
fore, & does not contain a simple closed curve. 0 
Given two points 3 and G of the same arc component of sH, the union of all 
the arcs in sH that have fi as an endpoint and contain 4 is called a ray starting at 
fi. Let us note the following simple facts. 
Theorem 5. A ray I? in zH is the union of a countable number of arcs. 
Theorem 6. For each point fi of un arc component JS? of &, 2 is the union of two 
rays l?, and k2 starting at fi such that kI n k, = Iti}. 
As a consequence of the Baire Category Theorem and of the two previous 
theorems, we have: 
Theorem 7. sH has uncountably many arc components. 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 in [17] can be used to show: 
Theorem 8. The arc components of zH are unbounded. 
Theorem 9. Each arc component of zH is a closed subset of xH which is homeomor- 
phic to R. 
Proof. By [22, Corollary 83, there is an injection j : R + 2 such that j(R) is a dense 
arc component of Z. If _?& is a component of dH, then let J: R -+ 5Z?H be a lift of j 
so that j(R) ~2~. 
Let F > 0 be a positive number such that each &-homeomorphism of Z lifts to 
an .z-homeomorphism of xH (see [20]), and let 26 > 0 be an Effros 6 for this E (see 
161). 
Let u E W be the common point of 5Z’i and ‘5?*. Cover {u} X Q with a finite 
collection 9’ of &balls. Since the arc components of & are unbounded and 9 is 
finite, we can find an arc A,, contained in j(R), whose endpoints are in two 
different liftings, fi, and ZZ?,, of the same element B of 95’. 
Let A, = a’,&,, where Gi E gi, i E (1, 2). Let (cp x 1): W2 x Q + W2 x Q be the 
deck transformation that maps Z?, onto g,: Since (cp x Ma’,) E&, there is an 
&-homeomorphism & : -6, - _I& such that h 0 (cp X l>(G,J = a’,. Then 2, =A, U 
h o(cp X l>(A,) is an arc, because a’, EA,, n h o(cp x l)(A,), and _Y& does not 
contain either simple triods or simple closed curves. If we put a’, = i; o(cp x Ma’,>, 
we may write A, = Z&,5,. 
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Observe that h o(cp X l)(A,) is an arc, and A, f’ h o(cp X MAi) = a’,2,; thus we 
have that A, =A, u h o(cp X lXA,> is an arc. If a’, = h o(cp X Ma’,> we may write 
A, = &Ji,a’,a’,. 
If we continue in this way, we obtain a sequence {A,] of arcs so that the “right” 
endpoints of the arcs tend to the attracting point z+ of cp X 1. 
Similarly, using (A o(cp X 1)1-l, we can construct a sequence {A_,) of arcs 
having their “left” endpoints tending to the repelling point z- of p x 1. 
Thus J’cR> is closed, and each point of XrW> has a neighborhood homeomorphic 
to an open interval. Therefore j(R) is homeomorphic to R. 0 
Theorem 10. The components of 2, are homeomorphic to R. 
Proof. We are going to show that each arc component of & is a component of &. 
By [l], we only need to show that each arc component is a quasicomponent, and 
for this it is enough to prove that, if 2i and 2, are two distinct arc components of 
2?n, then there is a closed and open subset of e, containing G1 which is disjoint 
from ._&: 
Let &, and .G?~ be two different arc components of jH. Let a’, ~2~. Since Z?n 
is locally homeomorphic to 2, we can find a compact set of %n of the form [r, 
s] x SF, such that (Y, $1 x ii? is an open subset of %n containing $i. Let 0 be a 
closed and open subset of (r, s) X ii? containing 6, such that i? nd2 = @. 
Let f be the union of all the arc components A? of sH such that 2 n 0 f @. 
Clearly s1 c p and J& I? p = @. We are going to show that v is a closed and open 
subset of 2,. 
First we show that v is open. Let .Z E v and let si be the arc component of & 
containing ,?. Let Z1 ~2~ n 0. Take E > 0 such that the open &-neighborhood 
q(x’,) c 0. Let 8 > 0 be an Effros 6 for this E. Let Z2 E V&3. Then there is an 
e-homeomorphism i : & -+ & such that &(Z:> =i2, hence &:) esi2, A?*, being 
the arc component of & containing i2. 
# @, hence i2 E v and v is open. 
Therefore d(h(Z’,), zi?i) <E, thus Mi, n 0 
Now we prove that f is closed. Let K E Cl(v), and let 22 be the arc 
component of _$n containing x’. For every n E N, let 6, > 0 be an Effros 6 for l/n. 
Let jZ:n E pn V, (x’). For each n E N, there is a (l/n)-homeomorphism &, : 2, + 
sH so that h,G:) =zi?. 
Let 2*, be the arc component of :,, containing i:n. Let ,?L E.G?~~ n l?, then, for 
each n E N, &(_?L) EA?~, and d(ZL, h,CC-‘,)) < l/n. 
Since c is compact, without loss of generality, we may assume that Ii”,] +Z’, 
where 2’ E l?. Let E > 0 be given, and let n E N be such that l/n < $ and d(iL, 
2’) < in. Then 
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Hence, for every E > 0, S’$_?‘) nsf # @. Therefore x” E Cl(Gz) =.G?~, and s?~ f’ 
c # @. Thus z? E p, and c is closed. q 
Corollary. sH is homeomorphic to [w x ‘SY*. 
Now we are going to construct a covering space of a so-called Case continuum, 
first constructed by J.H. Case. We give a simple construction of it, due to Rogers 
(see [18]). Let D be an annulus with boundary A UB, where A is contained in the 
bounded component of [W2\B. Let g : D + D be a double-covering map such that 
g(A) =A and g(B) = B. Embed the M enger curve A! in D x9 such that A X {O} 
is contained in the base of A’. Let us consider the double-covering map f = g X 
1: D x3+ D x3. Rogers [18, Lemma 61, showed that f- ‘(A’) is homeomorphic 
to A?‘. It follows that we can construct an inverse sequence (X,, f,““], where 
X, =_.A?‘, X2 =f-‘(A) ,..., X, = (f”))‘(A!‘) ,..., and each bonding map is the 
appropriate restriction of f. Then C, the Case continuum we are considering, is, by 
definition, C = l@{X,, f, “+l}. Observe that C cZ xY2, where _Z is the dyadic 
solenoid. Now, by [18, Theorem 71, C is a colocally connected 3, homogeneous 
continuum, which is locally homeomorphic to the product of an open set of A’ and 
a Cantor set. The fact that C is colocally connected implies that it is aposyndetic. 
Theorem 11. The Case continuum C has a covering space with locally connected 
components. 
Proof. First we are going to use inverse limits to construct a covering space of 
_z xy2. 
Let Y, =yl Xy2, and Yn = [WXY’X {2”-‘th roots of unity}. Define the 
bonding maps f,“” : Y,+i --f Y, and &+’ :Ya+i + Yj by fJfl(z, x) = (z2, x), and 
fz+‘(r, x, t) = (2r, x, t2), respectively. Let qn : Yn + Y, be the covering map given 
by qn(r, x, t) = (t exp(2Tir), x). Thus we can consider the following infinite 
ladder: 
Fm: ... -fnnl f:+’ 
- f;,“, - 
-Y,-Y,_, - .‘* 
3A continuum X is colocally connected if each point has arbitrarily small neighborhoods whose 
complements are connected. 
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where Ym = l&(Yn;,, f:“) = [w xY2 x %Y’, Y, = J@{Y,, f,““) =Z XY2, and 4, 
= )@{s,l. 
Let ([w Xy2 X {t)>,+, be a component fo Yn + i. Observe that the restriction 
fi+ll (aX+XWn+, : ([WX~~X{t})n+lCZ;n+l-j([WX42X{t2})nCZ;n 
of the map fl’ ’ to this component is a homeomorphism. 
Let t’ = {t,) E %?‘, and let ([w x .Y2 x If)), be a component of Y_. Then, it is easy 
to see that the map fn I~nxs+trl) _:([WX~2X{t3),C~~~(IWX91X{t,)>,CE;n is 
a homeomorphism. 
Now assume that the Menger curve A is embedded in Yi as described above. 
Since ( f:>p’(A’> is homeomorphic to A, setting X, = ) x,=(fy(“&),...,xn 
=(f;>-‘(“a..., we obtain that C = @IX,, f,““). 
Let Xn = q;‘(X,). Note that X,, is a locally compact, metric space, with 2”-l 
components, and each component is locally homeomorphic to A?‘. 
Let 6 = l&r{&, c+l ). Then c’ is a locally compact, metric space. Let 2 be a 
component of c’. To see that A? is locally connected, note that _z? is contained in 
one of the components of Ym. Let ([w XY2 x (t)), be the component of Y_ 
containing 3% Since fei I~~x92x~~~~, is a homeomorphism, we have that f; If is also 
a homeomorphism onto f;(g), but f~,(~> =*1. Since k, is locally homeomorphic 
to .A, _z? is locally homeomorphic to A%. Thus 5% is locally connected. 0 
Now our goal is to show two different covering spaces of one of the Mint-Rogers 
examples, [16]. First let us consider a “thick torus” 7 given by 7 =P1 X9’ X9, 
and the covering map f :Y-+F given by f(zl, z2, x>=(z:, 222, xl. One may 
assume that the Menger curve A?’ is embedded in 7 such that P1 X (e) X (0) CAT 
and (e) ~9’ x (0) CA?‘. Mint and Rogers, [16, Theorem 101, proved that f-‘(A) 
is homeomorphic to A?‘. 
In order to construct the continuum, let us begin defining the inverse sequence 
{X,, f,““), by putting Xi =A, X2 = f-‘(A?), . . . , X,, = (f “I-‘(A), . . . , and f,“” 
=f Ix,,,. Then MR, the Mm-Rogers continuum we want, is, by definition, MR 
=l&i(X,,, f,““). Ob serve that MR c_Z X Z XS, where Z is the dyadic solenoid. 
By [ 16, Theorem 111, MR is a colocally connected, homogeneous continuum, which 
is locally homeomorphic to the product of an open set of A? and a Cantor set. In 
particular, MR is aposyndetic. 
Theorem 12. The k&c-Rogers continuum MR has a covering space whose compo- 
nents are not locally connected. 
Proof. First we will construct a covering space for _% X _I$ X4 using inverse limits. 
Let Y, =P” x9’ x3, and Yn = If3 ~9” X9X (2”-ith roots of unity). Define 
the bonding maps f;+’ : Yn+i + Y, and fJ+’ : pn+, + FE by f:+‘(zp z2, x> = (z:, 
zz, x> and f?“( r, z, x, t> = (2r, z2, x, t2), respectively. Let q, : Y, --j Y, be the 
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covering map given by q,Jr, z, x, t) = (t exp(2rir), 2, x>. Hence, we have the 
following infinite ladder: 
-” + 1 - f[,“l - 
Pm: ... -Pn+l f.‘Yv,, -Y,_, - ... 
Let i = {t,} E E”, and let ([w x Z x_Fx {fl), be a component of Ym,, then it is easy 
to see that q, I~WZ Us, is one-to-one. Note that, if (F, S, i-, f) E [w X 2 X9X g, 
then q,(?, S, 5, ?) = (s’, S, i), i.e. q, sends the second and third coordinates of a 
point in R x _I$ x2x SF? identically to the second and third coordinates of its image 
in ZXZXS. 
Let fi = (6, 6) x ((E, 2) x E?) x (Z, f’> x E?” be a basic open set of pm, then 
q&7) = ((a, b) x F”) x ((2, 6) x F) x (z, f). 
Hence, if tiC = (a’, 6) x ((2, u?) x $27’) x (2, f) X {?} is an open Set of a component of 
Ym’,, then 
q,(Q) = ((a, b) x If>) x ((6 2) XZ’) x (6 f). 
Assume that A?’ is embedded in Y, as described above. Since we have that 
<f:>-‘(4) is homeomorphic to A’, taking X, =A@‘, X, = (f:)-‘(A), . . ., X, = 
(G>- ‘(JO, . . . , we obtain that MR =l&r{X,, f,““}. 
Let Xn = q;l(X,). Observe that X, is a locally compact, metric space, with 
2”- 1 components, each of which is locally homeomorphic to A. Let ?%? = l${Xn, 
fi + ‘}. Let ri = (6, 6) x ((E, d’> x $5”) x (2, f) x Z?” be a basic open set of Y,, then 
fin MR is a basic open set of MR. We can take i? such that q, lu is a 
homeomorphism. Since MR = qZ’(MR), then we have that 
qm( fi n =) 
=q&?) nMR 
= [((q,b) .F?“‘) ~((&a) xE”)x(“,i)] nMR. 
But this is homeomorphic to [(a, 6) x (c’, a) X (Z, f) X P X %?“I n MR. Since MR 
is locally homeomorphic to the product of an open set of A and a Cantor set, 
there is an open set V of A’ so that [(a, b) X (E, 2) X (Z, j? X ST’ X %?“‘I n MR is 
homeomorphic to VX ‘Z’ X ‘8”. Hence ql[(a’, 6) X (cc’, d’> X L?> X (e’, f> X I31 
n MR) is homeomorphic to V x 557” x It}. Then the components of MR are locally 
homeomorphic to I/X 55”. In particular they are not locally connected. 0 
Theorem 13. The Mine-Rogers continuum MR has a covering space whose compo- 
nents are locally connected. 
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Proof. Let the inverse sequences {Y,, f,“” ) and {X,, f,““} be as in the proof of 
the previous theorem, hence MR = @{X,, f,““}. 
Let,‘j,=[Wx[WxJrX(2”-1throotsofuni~},andletf;:”:~~+l~~~ begiven 
by ~“<r,, r2, x, t) = (2r,, 2r2, x, t2>. Define the covering map q, : Y, + Y, by 
qn(rl, r2, x, t) = (f exp(2rrir,), t exp(2nir,), x, t>. Thus we may construct the 
following infinite and commutative ladder: 
Y . . . . CO. -Y,+, -Y,-Y,_, - .., 
f$” hi-1 
where Ym = @I{?~;,, f:‘l} = [w X R X3X ‘k?:, and q, = &{q,}. 
Let (R x R XYX it}>,+ 1 be a component of Yn+l. Then it is easy to see that 
C+l I (~xRx~~w),+, : CR x R x9x {t}),+l c Fn+l 4 (R X R X4X {t’}, c Yjis a 
homeomorphism. And with this we have that, if t’ E $9 and (Iw X R’ X9X It’)), is a 
component of Y?A then fnlcax ~w~_F~(Q), is a homeomorphism, for every n E N. 
Let X,, =q;l(X,>, then Xn is a locally compact, metric space with 2”-’ 
components, each of which is locally homeomorphic to .A+‘. Let MR= Jim{Xn, 
fl”], and let 2 be a component of MR. _9? is contained in one of the 
components of li)m. Let (iw x R XYX Ifi), be such component. Since f;lC~~~xsxt~Q, 
is a homeomorphism, then fl I k is a homeomorphism onto f,<*> =X1: Since X, 
is locally homeomorphic to AZ’, _%? is locally homeomorphic to A%, thus A? is locally 
connected. 0 
3. Main theorems 
Let r =9’ X Q or r = WX Q, and let u : r’ --f r be the universal covering 
space of r. 
Let X be a homogeneous continuum essentially embedded in r. Let k= 
U-~(X). Hence X is a locally compact, separable metric space; by [20], it is also 
homogeneous. Thus, by [l], d is homeomorphic to _%?XL%‘, where A? is a 
component of 8, and & is a locally compact, totally disconnected, homogeneous, 
metric space. 
We are going to study certain subsets of X and the properties of their images 
under a. We will define those subsets via equivalence relations on X. Given two 
points Z1 and Z2 in 8, we say that i1 -o .Z, if there exists a weakly chainable 
continuum 4 in d containing both f, and Z2. By [7, Theorem 3.11, we have that 
the union of two weakly chainable continua, with nonempty intersection, is a 
4 A continuum is weakly chainable if it is the continuous image of the pseudo-arc. 
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weakly chainable continuum. Using this fact, it is easy to prove that “ yw ” is an 
equivalence relation. An equivalence class of “ -g ” is denoted by Zm, and is 
called a weakly chainable component. 
Before we define the next relation, let us note the following 
Theorem 14. If the continuum Z is the union of two tree-like continua whose 
intersection is only one point, then Z is tree-like. 
Given the points 2, and .?* in X, we say that ii m7 iz if there is a weakly 
tree-like continuum 5 in d containing both points. Using the previous theorem, 
one can show that the union of two weakly tree-like continua is a weakly tree-like 
continuum, and hence “ -7 ” is an equivalence relation. We denote an equivalence 
class of “ -7 ” by 5$, and call it a weakly tree-like component. 
Observe that “ -W ” and “ m7 ” can be defined on the continuum X. In this 
case, we denote the corresponding equivalence classes by Zw and x7, respectively. 
Finally, given f, and i2 in X, we say that ,i!i -.Z2 if there is a continuum in X 
containing both points. Clearly, “ N ” is an equivalence relation, and an equiva- 
lence class is denoted by gg, and is called a continuum component. 
Let _S$P and ZP denote the path components of X and X, respectively. Let 2% 
denote a composant of X. 
Note that the elements of the partitions induced by all these equivalence classes 
satisfy the following relations: 
*P c& c& C_S%~ CS?, 
ZP czm c& czv. 
The last inclusion is true by [4, Theorem 11. 
Theorem 15. Zf CT I_+ : 5% +X is onto, then 3? is an open set of 8. 
Proof. First note that, if 5? is another component of X, then u I_+ : A?’ --f X is 
also onto. To see this, let f E_% and i? ~5%‘. By [20,Theorem 3.21, we can find a 
homeomorphism h : X+X such that h(a(i’)) = a(k), and such that it lifts to a 
homeomorphism i; : T? -+ 8 satisfying &<i’> E a-‘(a(i)). Let (cp x 1): d +d be 
the deck transformation sending &f’> to L. Thus, (cp X 110 &(Z??‘> =2, and we 
have the following commutative diagram: 
(rpXl)~LI.$ - 
&+~Z 
5 A continuum is called weakly tree-like if it is the continuous image of a tree-like continuum. 
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From this diagram we obtain that u 12 = h-’ ~(a l~)o((p X l)o & I.+, and, there- 
fore, (T I* is onto. 
Since for every x EX, a-‘(x) is countable, and for each component 2k of X, 
u 12 is onto, we have that 8 has at most countably many components, i.e. & is at 
most countable and discrete. This implies that the components of X are open. 0 
Corollary. If A? has empty interior, then u 12 : 3? + X is not onto. 
Now let us see some relations between the images under u of the subsets of A? 
and their counterparts in X. 
Theorem 16. u(kj) =Zp, a(_%$) =Xw, and ~(2%~) = ZT. 
Proof. It is clear that u($J c_%$, u($J CL?&, and u(_%~) ~3~. The other 
inclusions follow from [4, Theorem 11. q 
Theorem 17. 2?$, Zp, 2&, Xw, z%?~, XT and 2, are homogeneous. 
Proof. We will prove that _2ke is homogeneous. The proofs for the other sets are 
similar. 
Let & : 2 + _J? be a homeomorphism. We are going to show that, if we have that 
@z%g) n;%, # @, then @k9> = kg: Let x’ E &.2?z) ngg, and let jj ~2%. Then 
there exists a continuum Y in X containing i and j. Hence k’(Y) is a 
continuum containing k’($> and k’(.C). But k’(2) belongs to 3k& Thus, there 
is a continuum Y1 in X containing k’(.C> and i. Hence kl<Y> U fI is a 
continuum containing k’(F) and zC. Therefore k’(F) ~2%~ and AkP cL(~~>. 
Now let Z E&(_$?~). Then k’(Z) E_%$, and there is a continuum Z in X 
containing k’(Z) and k’(i). Thus h(Z) is a continuum containing i and 2. 
Hence f ~3%~ and &*F) ~2~. Therefore @g%> =_$?& Since X is homoge- 
neous, this implies that _‘2& is homogeneous. 0 
The following technical theorem will be useful later. 
Theorem 18. Let E > 0 be such that each e-homeomorphism of X can be lifted to a 
homeomorphism of d. Let h : X--+X be an e-homeomolphism of X. If 2? and A!? 
are two components of A! with the property that h(u($?)) n a(%‘> f #, then 
h(u(%)) = UC%‘). 
Proof. Let x E h(u($)) n u(J?‘), and let y E h(u(&). We are going to show that 
y E a(_%>. Let h : k + 2 be a lifting of h; thus we have the following commutative 
diagram: 
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Let X, =h-‘(x) ~a(*), then there exists k, ~2% such that a(2,)=x,. Observe 
that &~,)=ha(P~) =h(x,)=x. On the other hand, there is an L,E~?’ such 
that a(_?,) =x. Since i(.ZI> and ,C2 both belong to (T-~(X), there is a deck 
transformation (p x I): 2 +d such that (p X lx%~,>> =Z2. Thus (cp X I>0 h(9) 
=*. 
Now let JI~=,+-‘(~)ECT(& then there is a $> ~2 such that v(jJ,)=y,. Let 
T2 = (p x lXh(j;,)) E+%‘. Th en a($J = (r(qo X lYz($,) = ah($,> = hdj,) = h(yl) 
= y, and y E a(~%‘). Therefore h(a(3?)) ccr($?). 
Now let z E ~(2) and let (cp x 1) be as before. Since z E u(2), there exists 
z” ~jt/ such that a(T) = z. Let 5, =t$-l((p X l>-‘(5) E& then h(a(il)) = 
huh-‘(9 x l)-‘(i) = hh-‘a(p x 1x5) = a(F) =z. Thus z E /~(a($)), and a(*) 
c h((~($)). Therefore h(a(2?)) = ~(2). I3 
Fig. 3. 
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Note that in the proof of the previous theorem, we only use the fact that the 
group of homeomorphisms of d “respects” its components. Since the same is true 
for the continuum components, we have the following 
Theorem 19. Let E > 0 be such that each e-homeomorphism of X can be lifted to a 
homeomorphism of 8. Let h : X + X be an e-homeomorphism of X. If 2% and %& 
are two continuum components of 2? with the property that h(a(*s)) n a(*&) f @, 
then h(a(&=)) = (~(3%&). 
Theorem 20. a($> and ~(2~) are homogeneous. 
Proof. We are going to show that ~(2%) is homogeneous, the proof for a(2kg> is 
similar. 
Let x and y be two points of a(k), we need to show that there is homeomor- 
phism h : a(A?) + a(~$?) sending x to y. 
Fig. 4. 
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Let & > 0 be such that any .z-homeomorphism of X can be lifted to a homeo- 
morphism of X (see [20, Theorem 3.21). Let 6 > 0 be an Effros 6 for this E. Since 
a(*> is connected, we can find a finite sequence of point x0 =x, . . . , x, = y of 
a(*) such that d(xj_r, xi) < $5, j E (1,. . . , n). Since X has the Effros property, 
for each j E 11,. . . , n}, there exists an a-homeomorphism hj : X+X such that 
hj(xj_l> =xj. By Theorem 18, we have that hj(c(2?)) = a(A!?). Define h = 
h,o . . . 0 h, IgCg). Then h : (~(2i?) + a(2%> is a homeomorphism of CT(*) sending 
xtoy. 0 
Theorem 21. _5? is u-compact. 
Proof. Since f is a-compact and 5% is closed in f’, we have that $? is a-compact. 
Corollary. a(_%?) is u-compact, and both 2 and a(~?> are F, sets. 
Our goal now is to prove that, if X is one-dimensional, then a($?) and a(_%%> 
are dense in X. To this end we are going to assume that they are not dense and 
consider the families of sets {Cl(a(*))} and {Cl(a(5?%))) to derive a contradiction. 
We will prove everything for a(5&>, but all the theorems are true for u(%~> as 
well. The fact of X being one-dimensional will not be used until the last step. 
A slight modification of Property 1 of [21] gives us the following 
Theorem 22. Suppose that a(*> is not 
closure of the elements of 2’ are disjoint. 
Theorem 23. If X is a one-dimensional 
a(3?..) are dense in X. 
dense in X. Let A? = {(T(_%?)}. Then the 
continuum, then each ~45%) and each 
Proof. We will show the result for a(&; the proof for (T(*%,) is similar. 
Suppose that one, and hence all, of the a(%> are not dense. By Theorem 18 
and [21, Theorem 41, we have that ZY = (Cl(a(*))} is a continuous decomposition 
of X, and the quotient map r : X -X/F is completely regular. Hence, by [14, 
Theorem 3.21, the elements of g are cell-like. Let Cl(a(k>> E 5. Since Cl(a(._%>> 
is cell-like, the inclusion map i : Cl(a(k)> + r lifts to an injection I: Cl(a(%)) + 
f. Let %’ be the component of 8 containing Z(Cl(c+(&>). Since u li~cl~~~~~~~ is 
one-to-one, we can find an open set fi of X containing I’(Cl(a(&)), such that u 10 
is still one-to-one. Let gf be the compactification of 5%‘. 6 Since 5?’ is open in 
@‘, we have that c n z$?’ is an open set of 9’ containing Z(Cl(a(_@>)). Let M be a 
subcontinuum of $!?’ that contains $Cl(&&)) properly and is contained in 
T 
y’ IS the two-point compactification of A?’ or it is equal to the union of A?’ and a Cantor set. 
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Un_%%. Since h4cUn2?, uIM:M + a(M) is a homeomorphism. On the other 
hand, Cl(a(_%?)) = ar(Cl(a(g))) cc(M) C ~(5%‘) c Cl((~(2)) = Cl(a(*)). Thus 
a(M) = Cl(a(5?)) and M = I(Cl(a(&)), a contradiction. Therefore, each ~(2) 
is dense in X. Cl 
In Theorem 22 we assumed that the continuum X was homogeneous; the 
reason for that is that, in general, it is not true that the images of the components 
of X are dense, as is shown in the example in Fig. 3. There X is the union of a 
circle and a spiral which goes around it. 
On the other hand, concerning the continuum components of X, a natural 
question is: If X is a homogeneous continuum, does a continuum component and 
a component of 8 coincide? It is clear that the answer to this question is “yes” 
when the continuum is locally connected because, in this case, the components of 
d are arcwise connected. We do not know the answer to this question in the 
general case, but we know that without the homogeneity assumption, the answer is 
“no”. The counterexample is shown in Fig. 4. There X is the union of a circle and 
a spiral which approaches it in the following way: first it goes once in the 
counterclockwise direction, then it goes twice in the clockwise direction, then three 
times in the counterclockwise direction. and so on. 
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